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 AirTies to Launch World’s Smallest Wireless Booster Air 4920 at IBC 
 

Unique product that serves as access point, range extender and mesh video bridge  

 

IBC, Amsterdam – AirTies Wireless Networks, a leading supplier of advanced wireless and 

OTT/IPTV technologies, is launching the smallest wireless booster to date, the Air 4920, which will 

be on display at IBC 2014 in Amsterdam in Hall 5 Stand B33 from the 12th-16th September 2014.  

 

The Air 4920 is the world’s first booster/repeater capable of operator grade video streaming. It can 

connect multiple set-top boxes, stream 10 High Definition (HD) video channels simultaneously, 

supports both multicast and unicast traffic and prioritizes the TV service over general traffic. 

Additionally, through AirTies’ pioneering wireless Mesh technology, the device enables 100% Wi-Fi 

coverage in almost all homes even within a crowded Wi-Fi environment.  

 

The Air 4920 specifications are: 

 Dimensions: 10 cm x 10 cm x 3.5 cm 

 Dual band concurrent, 3x3 802.11ac at 5 GHz and 2x2 802.11n at 2.4 GHz  

 Up to 1600 Mbps wireless bandwidth 

 USB 3.0 support 

 Optional audio output 

 

According to Metin Ismail Taskin, Chief Technology Officer of AirTies: “Homes equipped with the 

Air 4920 will be able to extend the sustainable and predictable bandwidth needed to deliver high 

speed broadband services including HD video at consistent quality of service to all connected 

devices. The Air 4920 will at last meet or even exceed our customers’ expectations for quality and 

performance over wireless with its ability to send up to 10 HD video streams simultaneously, while 

being able to operate as the access point for the entire home network.”  

 

The Air 4920 will be demoed during IBC, Amsterdam RAI, 12 - 16 September on stand 5.B33.  

 

About AirTies 

AirTies was founded in 2004 by a senior management and technical team from Silicon Valley, with the 

strategic intent to become the market leader for the wirelessly connected home. AirTies designs and 

develops its own software and hardware, wirelessly streaming high definition video to multiple rooms and 

screens. The comprehensive product portfolio includes broadband Internet devices and Internet based 

television set top boxes. Its award winning technology enables seamless wireless integration at the touch of 

a button, as well as 100 percent internet wireless coverage in homes.  

AirTies has an install base of over 10 million devices worldwide. More information is available at 

www.airties.com 
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